
Here at Middle State, we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries, or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

LOCATION: HUEHUETENANGO
VARIETAL: PACAMARA
PROCESS:  WASHED
ELEVATION: 1500 MASL

GUATEMALA / EL TRANSITO
Green Apple, Molasses, Apricot, Complex

This is an SHB EP grade coffee from Finca El Transito which is located in the Huehuetenango region of Guatemala. This lot is entirely 
Pacamara variety and was grown at elevation ranging from 1200-1500 masl.   Fully washed, and dried on raised beds to ensure cleanliness.   
Lucky we are to have gotten such a stunning single varietal coffee from the region.  We strive to buy single varietal coffees as much as we 
can from all over the world, but sometimes it just doesn't roll out that way, or they aren't the best tasting, so we go with a blended varietal.  
Our luck from Guatemala however, is a different story.

This will now be the fourth coffee from Guatemala that is a stunning single varietal, with all of the clarity, and complexity of a mixed varietal 
coffee.  Not sure what it is about the coffees we lean to love from the area, but the universe keeps pointing us towards the Bourbons and 
Pacamaras.  Take this coffee for example.  It has some intense malic acidity, which we translate to a delicious green apple, finished with 
some rustic sweetness of caramels, and clean sugars.  This is just an insanely sessionable coffee that everyone can appreciate and enjoy.



Here at Middle State, we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries, or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

LOCATION:  PITALITO
VARIETAL: CATURRA
PROCESS:  WASHED
ELEVATION: 1730 MASL

LUCIO DELGADO / COLOMBIA
Lemonheads, Chocolate, Morello Cherry, Creamy

We got the opportunity at the beginning of the summer to attend the best of Huila competition in Colombia.  It was there that we got to 

meet many producers, and the people behind the coffees from the competition.  We were not lucky enough to walk away with any of the 

coffees from the auction, but by chance, after the comp was over, we were able to buy this coffee that placed in the top 15 of the event.  

We were also lucky enough to meet Lucio and hear a bit of his story.  We are happy to say, this coffee is an extraordinary one, and are 

pleased to offer it as our first fresh crop Colombian of the season.  Here is a bit about the farmer, Lucio.

Lucio Libardo Delgado Córdobahas been a coffee producer for "more than 30 years," he said, after his brother sold him his first plot of 

farmland in 1994. He watched his farming neighbors and learned from their mistakes, and he also took advice from "friends, technicians, and 

engineers who advised me to be very organized with the money and the administration of the farm."

Don Lucio grows 16,000 trees on 16 hectares of his 20-hectares farm, and he has selected Caturra for this lot. The bright red cherry is picked 

and depulped the same day, and a zaranda is used to sort the impurities. The coffee is fermented dry for 26 hours and washed once before 

being put in parabolic driers for 15 days.



Here at Middle State, we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries, or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

LOCATION: GEDEO
VARIETAL: HEIRLOOM
PROCESS:  WASHED
ELEVATION: 1800-2200 MASL

WOTE KONGA / ETHIOPIA
Apricot, Peach, Sparkling, Lime, Nectarine

We have been overwhelmed by the amount of insanely great tasting Ethiopian coffees we have been running through lately.  It has been no 
easy task to filter through them all.  At last though, we found a favorite out of the bunch.  

This coffee comes from the Wote Konga washing station in the Wote Konga Kebele in the Yirgacheffe region of southern Ethiopia.  This fully 
washed and processed coffee is grown at a very high altitude of 1800-2200 masl.  With a single stage fermentation of 18 hours, it was then 
dried on raised beds for about 10 days there after.  It has that classic Lemon and Lime pie like acidity, and bursting out with floral notes on 
the front end in both aroma and taste.  Lots of nice and intense stone fruit in the cup.  It is just a really nice and clean classic washed 
Ethiopian coffee that is sure to please not only that nerdy coffee drinker, but also the more common coffee fan that just wants something 
pleasant and sweet to wet their whistle.  



Here at Middle State, we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries, or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

LOCATION:  OROMIA
VARIETAL: HEIRLOOM
PROCESS:  NATURAL
ELEVATION: 1600-1700 MASL

NEFAS / ETHIOPIA
Caramello, Plum, Honey Crisp Apple, Clean

The Nefas farm is located in the Sidama region, about 514 km from Ethiopia’s capital city Addis Ababa. The farm started to produce coffee in 
early 2000 and consists of 200 hectares planted with coffee trees. The soil is predominantly loamy and the farm area is covered by a dense 
forest. All coffee is 100% shade grown.  At the washing station, the washed coffees are pulped with an Agared machine. This is a pulper that 
has no mucilage remover. The coffee beans are fermented for about 35-48 hours in fermentation tanks, depending on the climate at that 
moment. There are 3 lagoons for waste water. Subsequently, coffee is dried between 9 and 15 days on elevated beds. In order to produce 
natural coffees, the ripe, red cherries are put on drying beds directly after picking. These coffees are turned on the beds more regularly than 
wet processed coffees as natural coffees are prone to mold. Luckily, the location is very open and breezy, which helps with homogenous 
drying of the cherries. The smell of the cherries is very fruity and reminiscent of raisins. This year, because the heavy rains, the screen size of 
the coffees will be larger. The farm employs between 150-200 seasonal workers and about 50 permanent workers. Accommodation, free food 
and medical care are all provided to the workers. The farm won 1st place in the 2011 African Fine Coffee awards.

This is now the second time we have bought this coffee from our fine friends over at Trabocca.  They have been bringing this coffee to the 
states and to europe for the past 5 years, and boy are we happy they do.  It is one of the best Natural Ethiopians we have tasted to date, and 
this round just seems to be better than the last.  Not fermenty tasting at all.  Just big dark in our face fruit with lots of clarity still in the 
cup.  This was a big favorite on espresso in our bar the last time round, and we are sure it will be now as well.  



Here at Middle State, we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries, or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

LOCATION:  SANTA ELENA
VARIETAL: BOURBON, CATUAI
PROCESS:  WASHED
ELEVATION: 1700 MASL

DULCE MELOSO / HODURAS
Caramello, Plum, Honey Crisp Apple, Clean

Catracha coffees from last harvest showed an uncannily uniform high density, and this season appears to continue the tradition. This 
community lot is well above average density as well as elevated moisture content and water activity numbers. I took a second reading on a 
different day to confirm, and I’ve included temperatures with water activity now, as the metric is indeed highly dependent on the storage 
environment of the coffee.

Dulce Meloso is a blend of the heirloom variety Bourbon and the New World cultivar Catuaí, a lab-crafted hybrid of two spontaneous 
mutations specific to the Americas. When Bourbon seeds first crossed the ocean to the Americas, the Arabica heirloom plant began to take on 
new characteristics, and a mutation eventually called Caturra was first observed in Brazil, noted for its short stature and resistance to wind 
and rain. Another spontaneously occurring variety called Mundo Novo first appeared as a cross of Bourbon and Typica and was then used as an 
ingredient for Catuaí, when humans got involved and crossed Mundo Novo with Caturra to create another dwarf tree with higher yield when 
properly fertilized.

Honduras Santa Elena Catracha Dulce Meloso GrainPro is sourced from a family-owned farms organized around Catracha Coffee Company, 
which works directly with small producers in the municipality of Santa Elena within the department of La Paz, Honduras. Traditionally, 
farmers in Santa Elena have sold their coffee in cherry to a middleman, eliminating the possibility of earning better prices based on the 
quality of the coffee. Catracha Coffee works with a select group of farmers who participate in monthly educa- tional seminars that provide 
guidance for harvesting and processing coffee focused on quality. The profits gained from quality premiums are returned directly to the 
producers so they can better support their families and reinvest in their farms. Dulce Meloso is a selection of coffee from Simeon Vásquez, 
Antonia Sánchez, Pilar Gonzalez, Sinforiano Gonzalez, Juan de la Cruz, Francisca Vásquez, and Fausto Vásquez.



Here at Middle State, we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries, or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

LOCATION:  CHIRIQUI
VARIETAL: CATURRA, CATUAI
PROCESS:  PULPED NATURAL
ELEVATION: 1800 MASL

SANTA TERESA / PANAMA
Dried Mango, Tropical, Complex, Watermelon

We seem to love pulped natural coffees from Panama. Especially from the Volcan region of the Volcano. There seems to be a bit more 
calculated experimentation going on on that side of the volcano for some reason. Maybe it’s the slightly wetter climate, or the amount of 
valleys and hills that make up the terroir. In any case, this coffee is from over there. Hahaha. It has an intense natural flavour quality to it, 
but still manages to be very clean, and complex without getting drowned out by the fermentation process in the sun. The African beds are 
slightly higher to help for a bit of a longer drying stage in the honey process of the production. Here is a bit about the farm:

Finca Santa Teresa is blessed with rich black volcanic soil, a high altitude location and favorable weather patterns associated with both the 
Pacific and Atlantic Oceans; this results in coffees of singular quality. The Finca is located along a series of beautiful valleys and ridges which 
create a variety of micro-climates and give individuality to each of their lots.

The Finca is located at 1400-1800m and the coffee planting is interspaced by live barriers, streams, and broad sections of virgin forest. 
Squirrel monkeys and many of the 600 species of birds in the area are often seen in and around the Finca. Adjacent to the farm is the La 
Amistad International Park, a UNESCO World Heritage Site jointly managed by Panama and neighboring Costa Rica. FST operates a best 
practice approach to all of its activities.



Here at Middle State, we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries, or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

LOCATION:  KIRINYAGA
VARIETAL: SL-28, RUIRU-11
PROCESS:  WASHED
ELEVATION: 1600 MASL

NDUNDURI AA / KENYA
Blackberry Jam, Complex, Golden Raspberry, Floral

This is an AA Top grade coffee from the Ndunduri station in Kenya. Ndunduri was built in the early 1970’s and lies 1600 meters above sea level 
on the expansive slopes of Mt Kenya region. There is good management and support from the farmers and staff of whcih there are 673 in 
total. Apart from coffee other crops grown are passion fruits, maize, beans, and tea. The factory has 8 soak pits which are enough for 
draining waste water, and there is no river nearby which can be polluted, Napier grass and trees are planted nearby to help in purifying the 
waste water. Through partnership with Coffee Management Service (CMS) Ndunduri works with its members to provide monetary advances and 
farm input loans as well as education on sustainable farming practices. Coffee is pulped with a disc-pulper and fermented overnight before 
dying on raised beds for 7 to 15 days.

Kenyas are always on our top priority lists when the season hits. This season hit hard with many many amazing coffees from the region. 
Usually focusing on the Nyeri region of the country, this year we were a bit more impressed with some of the coffes coming out of the 
Kirinyaga region. This years harvest however was a bit smaller, thus escalating the prices of all high quality coffees from Kenya. We tasted 
through heaps of samples, and in the end we were able to pin point the flavour profile that we have all come to love from the Kenya coffees 
we buy here at MiddleState. No tomatoe, but rather big dark fruits. Berries, high acidity, complex tasting coffee.

This coffee really fucks shit up when made with a filter. It becomes as complex as old world varietal wine we have ever tasted. Which isn’t to 
say it carries “winey” characteristics, because it doesn’t. We will shoot you all over some parameters and suggested brew methods as time 
goes on with this one. You should also do the same for us.



Here at Middle State, we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries, or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

LOCATION:  SAN MIGUEL DUENAS
VARIETAL: BOURBON
PROCESS:  NATURAL
ELEVATION: 1500 MASL

SAN SEBASTIAN / GUATEMALA
Red Plum, Molasses, Cherry Mash, Honey

We are so pleased to bring back one of our favorite Naturals from last year, San Sebastian Guatemala. Produced on the San Sebastian farm in 
the celebrated Antigua Valley growing region from the much admired, bold-bean Bourbon variety of Arabica. Last year we bought the 
Pacamara variety, but this year we thought the Bourbon beat the Pac out for taste hands down. This was, and still remains to be the first and 
only Naturally processed coffee we have purchased from Guatemala. This coffee is a straight up fruit bomb, with an after bang of an intense 
floral bouquet. Lots of intense Cherry juice with bright red fruits. Last year, we only had the opportunity to buy two bags. This year however, 
we were able to secure an entire pallet so it will be around for a good period of time. We hope your taste buds enjoy it.



Here at Middle State, we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries, or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

LOCATION:  GEDEO ZONE
VARIETAL: HEIRLOOM
PROCESS:  WASHED
ELEVATION: 2000-2300 MASL

GEDEB / ETHIOPIA
Dehidrated Mango, Floral, Lemonheads, Clean

Banko Gotiti is the name of both the village and the washing station where this coffee was produced. Located close to the border of the 
Oromia Region, the closest main town is Gedeb, south of Yirgacheffe, in the Gedeo Zone of the Southern Nations Region.
The washing station is a cooperative, and a member of the umbrella Yirgacheffe Coffee Farmers’ Cooperative Union. Banko Gotiti split from 
the larger Worka Cooperative in 2012, forming independently as a small organization with just around 300 members. Cooperatives like Worka 
and Banko Gotiti in Ethiopia benefit from the strong organizational structure of their umbrella union organizations, as well as improved 
access to market information through the ECX, Ethiopia’s Commodity Exchange marketplace that sets the price for both export coffee and 
cherry.

Once sold under the Yirgacheffe name, we’ve started to be a little more regionally specific with coffees from this area of the world. While 
the name Yirgacheffe is easily recognized by coffee buyers – and happens to be associated with some of the first fully washed processing in 
the world – the town of Gedeb is more specific: it is both the town and the region surrounding the city; like a city plus the suburbs – so you 
could think of Banko Gotiti, the kebele, as an outlying neighborhood of the Gedeb woreda, all encompassed by the Gedeo Zone.
We often find Gedeb coffees similar in style to Yirgacheffes, but a little bigger, a little bolder, a little less subtle. This exceptional lot fits that 
mold, offering abundant stone, citrus, and berry fruits layered with plenty of inherent sweetness and that slightly floral, slightly savory je ne 
sais quoi that makes washed Ethiopian coffees some of the most unique and thrilling in the world.



Here at Middle State, we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries, or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

LOCATION: TOLIMA
VARIETAL: CASTILLO, CATURRA
PROCESS:  WASHED, SUGARCANE E.A.
ELEVATION: 1600-1700 MASL

DECAF / COLOMBIA
Peach, Cherry Lemonade, Toasted Hazelnut, Silky

This is our Decaf coffee. It is really really good, for a decaf anyways. In fact, we have drank it and served it many times without telling 
people it was decaf, and they had no idea. It brews really nice and sweet with a great mouthfeel in filters, and tastes like a normal Colombi-
an coffee when pulled as espresso. We don’t roast it to the point where you can’t taste the coffe either. We want you to taste the coffee, 
because it’s not a shitty decaf.

Here is alittle bit about this special process the coffee goes through to become a great tasting decaf. Sugarcane Ethyl Acetate (E.A.) 
Decaffeination is a natural process that not only maintains astonishing integrity of green-coffee flavor, but also allows us to offer decaffeinat-
ed coffee that follows an integrated vertical supply chain, as the growing, processing, and even the full decaffeination process all happens at 
the source in Colombia.



Here at Middle State, we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries, or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

50% GUJI URAGA WASHED
50% GUJI URAGA NATURAL
ELEVATION: 1750-1800 MASL

LANDSPEED
Blood Orange, Cacao, Cherry, Peach

Let us introduce to you our newest espresso blend,Landspeed. We decided to kill off Espresso Neat, and rename it with a more versitile, and 
timeless feel. We also wanted to get away fromthe word “Espresso”, and rather just say “Blend”. Landspeed will always consist of two in 
season coffees that work together in such a way to bring balance, acidity, and overall complexity to the cup, with or without milk. When we 
first started with the “neat” blend, we used to roll pretty regularly with a natural processed coffee and a washed coffee. We missed that 
profile so we have decided to bring that idea and taste profile back to life.

This particular blend is especially rad due to the two coffees that are in the blend. Both coffees are the exact same coffee, just processed 
two diffferent ways, washed and natural. The coffee is from the Oroimia Zone of Ethiopia .

Ethiopia Guji Uraga is sourced from 600 family-owned farms organized around Feku Jiberil, at his coffee washing station located in the town 
of Tomme within the Guji Zone of the Oromia Region, Ethiopia. Coffee producers deliver their ripe cherries to the Feku’s washing station 
where the cherries are sorted an immediately placed on raised beds and dried over a period of 18 to 21 days, or are depulped and fermented, 
or washed for up to 24 hours. The raised drying beds are carefully constructed to ensure proper air circulation and temperature control for an 
optimal drying process. Cherries are also turned regularly on the beds to prevent damage during the drying process. The cherries are stored in 
a local warehouse after the moisture is reduced to between 11.5 and 12 percent. Then the beans are transported to Addis Ababa, the capital 
of Ethiopia, to be milled and bagged prior to export.

The coolest thing about this blend is that simple fact of the coffees actually being the same coffee. We found that they play with each other 
in such a way that the similarities in flavours compliment and become more soluble with one another regardless of the processing. Then, 
because of the difference in processing, the difference in flavour and acidity and overall juciness really create the complexity of this coffee. 
We also work very hard to roast each coffee to different profiles separately, but taking into consideration their solubility with one another, so 
the play even better when subjected to an espresso machine. We do this by using all the latest scientific toys such as refractometers to 
measure the TDS of each coffee after roast. We then try and adjust each roast to match the TDS output so that the solubility from the one 
coffee to the next is the same all across the board. This takes lots and lots of time and tasting, and we hope that you enjoy the end result as 
much as we do.


